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A general mathematical model of cell invasion is developed and validated with an experimental system. The model incorporates two basic cell
functions: non-directed (diffusive) motility and proliferation to a carrying capacity limit. The model is used here to investigate cell proliferation
and motility differences along the axis of an invasion wave. Mathematical simulations yield surprising and counterintuitive predictions. In this
general scenario, cells at the invasive front are proliferative and migrate into previously unoccupied tissues while those behind the front are
essentially nonproliferative and do not directly migrate into unoccupied tissues. These differences are not innate to the cells, but are a function of
proximity to uninvaded tissue. Therefore, proliferation at the invading front is the critical mechanism driving apparently directed invasion. An
appropriate system to experimentally validate these predictions is the directional invasion and colonization of the gut by vagal neural crest cells
that establish the enteric nervous system. An assay using gut organ culture with chick–quail grafting is used for this purpose. The experimental
results are entirely concordant with the mathematical predictions. We conclude that proliferation at the wavefront is a key mechanism driving the
invasive process. This has important implications not just for the neural crest, but for other invasion systems such as epidermal wound healing,
carcinoma invasion and other developmental cell migrations.
Crown Copyright © 2006 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Cell invasion; Cell proliferation; Cell motility; Mathematical modeling; Neural crest cell; Enteric nervous system; DevelopmentIntroduction
Cell invasion, characterized by a wave of cells moving into
regions of unoccupied tissue, is important in many biological
systems. For example, in epidermal wound healing cells
simultaneously migrate and proliferate forming an invasion
wave, which closes the wound space (Maini et al., 2004).
Invasion processes are central to pathological events such as
tumor-derived angiogenesis, whereby cancers attract a vascular
network (Folkman and Haudenschild, 1980; Carmellet and Jaln,
2000). Local spread of malignant cancer is another very
important example of an invasive phenomenon (Hanahan and
Weinberg, 2000). However, the clearest and most stereotyped
invasions occur in developmental morphogenesis, where
invasions are often called migrations. A characteristic example⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: m.simpson@ms.unimelb.edu.au (M.J. Simpson).
0012-1606/$ - see front matter. Crown Copyright © 2006 Published by Elsevier In
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.10.017in vertebrate embryogenesis occurs during the formation of the
enteric nervous system (ENS) (Newgreen and Young, 2002).
The ENS is derived mostly from the vagal (caudal hindbrain)
level of the embryonic neural crest (NC) (Yntema and
Hammond, 1954; Le Douarin and Teillet, 1973; Epstein et al.,
1994) which migrate to the nearby foregut (Tucker et al., 1986).
These NC-derived cells then colonize the entire gastrointestinal
tract as a rostro-caudal wave (Le Douarin and Teillet, 1973;
Allan and Newgreen, 1980; Young et al., 2004). The duration
and scale of this process are unparalleled in vertebrate
embryogenesis. Invasion timetables have been established and
the motility of NC-derived cells in the system has been
visualized (Young et al., 2004; Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2005,
2006). Moreover this system is unusually amenable to
experimentation.
In the common (about 1/5000 live births) and potentially
fatal human birth defect Hirschsprung's Disease, the caudal part
of the intestine lacks ENS ganglia. Defects in at least elevenc. All rights reserved.
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most frequent being the gene for the receptor Ret on ENS cells.
Ret transduces signals from the growth factor glial-derived
neurotrophic factor (GDNF) (Sariola and Saarma, 2003), with
responses including ENS cell survival, proliferation, differ-
entiation and migration (Hearn et al., 1998; Chalazonitis et al.,
1998; Wu et al., 1999; Young et al., 2001; Gianino et al., 2003).
Other genes implicated in this condition in humans or animal
models, aside from GDNF itself and GFRα1 (coding for the Ret
co-receptor) (Taraviras and Pachnis, 1999), are genes for the
signaling peptide endothelin-3 (ET-3), for its receptor Ednrb
and for Endothelin Converting Enzyme-1. Endothelin's role in
ENS development is not clear, but several studies suggest it
reduces GDNF-induced differentiation of NC-derived cells and
maintains or amplifies the proliferative function (Hearn et al.,
1998; Wu et al., 1999; Bondurand et al., 2006; Nagy and
Goldstein, 2006). Further genes include those for the transcrip-
tion factors Phox2b (Pattyn et al., 1999), Sox10 (Southard-
Smith et al., 1998; Kapur, 1999) and Pax3 (Lang et al., 2000).
These genes directly or indirectly regulate the expression of Ret,
ET-3 and/or Ednrb (Pattyn et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2003; Lang
and Epstein, 2003; Zhu et al., 2004).
The direct cause of Hirschsprung's Disease is apparently
simple. In animal models, the caudal region of intestine lacks
ENS when the normal rostro-caudal migration of NC cell fails to
reach the caudal-most part of the gut (Gershon, 1999). This is
likely to be the case in humans. The multiple genotypes and
simple and unequivocal phenotype in Hirschsprung's Disease
make this an attractive model for genetically complex disorders
of morphogenesis (Brooks et al., 2005), yet the genotype/pheno-
type links are still obscure. One way to help clarify these links is
to improve our understanding of the population-scale rules, as
well as the particular molecules that govern NC cell migration.
General rules for vagal NC colonization of the intestine
Lack of fixed migration direction
Net colonization of the gut by vagal NC cells is rostro-
caudally unidirectional (Young et al., 2004). However, caudal
implantation of quail vagal NC cells in the chick embryo leads
to colonization of the gut by migration in the reverse direction
(Burns et al., 2002). This implies that the vagal NC cells are
migratory and that the gut permits migration, but a net direction
of NC cell migration (relative to the organ) is neither pre-
determined within the NC cells nor within the gut environment.
In addition, individual cell velocities and trajectories are
unpredictable as shown in time-lapse analysis (Young et al.,
2004; Druckenbrod and Epstein, 2005, 2006). We infer that NC
cells tend to spread in any direction, a conclusion previously
reached by Erickson (Erickson, 1985).
Carrying capacity-limited proliferation
Different lengths of uncolonised avian gut in organ culture
can be populated with NC cells from various sized sources of
vagal NC (Allan and Newgreen, 1980; Newgreen et al., 1980).
The resulting long-term ENS density was similar regardless of
the initial number or source of NC cells. This implies that NCcell density will increase, through proliferation, to reach a
certain maximum density. Therefore, the intestine imposes a
carrying capacity limit for NC cells. Logistic growth is one
model of proliferation which incorporates crowding effects by
reducing the growth rate as the density approaches this capacity
(Murray, 2002; Maini et al., 2004; Simpson et al., 2006a). In
general, the tissue carrying capacity could be governed by
availability of tissue-derived growth factors. In the case of the
ENS a candidate is GDNF produced by intestinal cells (Hearn et
al., 1998; Taraviras and Pachnis, 1999). Consistent with this,
humans with constitutively activating mutations of the GDNF
receptor Ret, which mimic oversupply of GDNF, have
pronounced ENS hyperplasia consistent with a raised carrying
capacity (Yin et al., 2006).
NC population requirements
NC cell population size plays a role in determining the
normal speed and completion of invasion. For example, the
migration rate of cells at the vanguard of the NC population in
the gut was drastically reduced when these cells were isolated
from the bulk of the ENS population, as shown by time-lapse
observation of organ cultured mouse intestine (Young et al.,
2004). In addition, reduction in the number of vagal NC cells by
partial ablation in vivo prior to emigration in avian embryos led
to Hirschsprung-like aganglionosis even though the remaining
NC cells had no innate defect (Yntema and Hammond, 1954). A
simple presumption is that if the remaining NC cells are given
sufficient time, normal colonization will eventually occur.
However, if colonization is required to occur within a particular
time frame then a reduction of the initial number of cells may
preclude full colonization. Additionally, simultaneous growth
of the intestine could also lead to failure of complete
colonization after vagal NC population reduction (Newgreen
et al., 1996; Landman et al., 2003b; Simpson et al., 2006a).
These observations point to rules governing colonization
acting through NC population-scale properties. The term
“population pressure” was previously introduced to describe
this process (Newgreen et al., 1996). This term implies the
existence of a shunting force that propels the vanguard cells
along the intestine. We will discuss the aptness of the term
“population pressure” in the Conclusions.
Scenarios of NC colonization of the intestine
Within a framework including general NC cell motility and
carrying capacity-limited proliferation, several detailed scenar-
ios for colonization are possible. These scenarios are demon-
strated by notionally labeling “phalanxes” of ENS cells (for
example vanguard or rearguard NC cells) and tracking the
movement of these cells and their progeny (Fig. 1).
The first conceptual model (Yntema and Hammond, 1954)
proposes that the leading NC cells occupy putative niches in the
gut and then cease migrating. The following cells move past
them (“leapfrog”, Fig. 1A) before ceasing migration on
encountering more caudal NC-free niches. This model predicts
some degree of conservation of cellular neighbors, and is
superficially similar to the sequential laying down of cortical
Fig. 1. Vagal NC cells colonize the gut as a rostro-caudal wave. (A) The leapfrog conceptual model for NC cell colonization of the gut displays a rolling sequence
whereby each cell phalanx overtakes the preceding phalanx before becoming stationary. (B) The mixing expansion model involves NC cell proliferation together with
large scale mixing of NC cells as the gut is colonized. (C) The shunting expansion model predicts NC cell colonization of the gut results from all NC cell phalanxes
expanding their zone of occupation with minimal mixing. (D) The frontal expansion model predicts that the vanguard NC cell phalanx is chiefly responsible for the
colonization of the gut, with rearguard cells effectively stationary. (Note: in all figures rostral is to the left, caudal is to the right).
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(Rakic, 1975).
Various other models are consistent with the general concept
of population pressure-driven invasion previously outlined. For
example, another possibility involves proliferation with wide-
spread ENS cell neighbor exchange (“mixing expansion”, Fig.
1B). This model predicts that NC cells from a particular phalanx
during an early stage will mingle with NC cells from other
phalanxes. In reality, at least some neighbor exchange does
occur, because in the NC vanguard of mouse gut in organ
culture, a few NC cells differentiate into neurons which are less
motile (Young et al., 2004), so these must be left behind by their
still-migratory former neighbors.
A further population pressure-type conceptual model
(“shunting expansion”, Fig. 1C) suggests that the initial spatial
order of NC phalanxes is retained although the zone of occu-
pation shifts and expands due to combined migration and proli-
feration. This is consistent with NC cell migration in the trunk
(Serbedzija et al., 1989; Weston and Butler, 1966) where the
first emigrants from the neural tube form more distal NC
derivatives, such as sympathetic ganglia, while latter emigrants
form proximal derivatives, such as the dorsal root ganglia. This
“shunting” implies at least general neighbor preservation with
the initial spatial order of phalanxes preserved.
A final conceptual model (“frontal expansion”, Fig. 1D)
suggests a vanguard phalanx of NC cells is chiefly responsible
for the colonization of essentially all the remaining uncolonized
gut, while rearguard NC cells rostral to (behind) the vanguardare essentially immobile. This frontal expansion conceptual
model does not rely on the existence of a population pressure
mechanism to drive vanguard invasion.
General rules of cell migration can be modeled mathematically
to generate testable predictions
Cell migration is complex with interactions between
components at the genetic, molecular, cellular, cell population,
tissue and organ levels. The typical reductionist approach used
in molecular and cell biology has generated, and will continue
to generate, a wealth of genetic and molecular detail. However,
it is not clear how to integrate and synthesize this molecular
detail into a real understanding of how the system functions at
the cell population and tissue level. Moreover, it is also unclear
how disease acts to perturb the function at the cell population
and tissue level (Moore and Noble, 2004).
Computational and mathematical approaches have provided
insights into numerous questions, and can also yield important
advances in understanding biological systems. Computational
models that reproduce and predict cell behaviour (“in silico
biology”) have been called the “Holy Grail” of systems biology
(Kitano, 2006). Computational modeling in developmental
biology experienced strong growth over the last decade (Baker
et al., 2006; Lander et al., 2002; Noble, 2002; Savill and
Sherratt, 2003). It is becoming increasingly popular to use an in
silico approach to assist in the design and interpretation of
traditional experimental approaches (Longo et al., 2004).
Fig. 2. (A) Mesoderm stripped from post-umbilical midgut of an HH26 chick
host, leaving the endoderm (E) in place. A piece of donor quail gut mesoderm
(Q) will be wrapped around the endoderm. Note the symmetric cecae (Ce). (B)
In the same specimen after 20 h in vitro the quail graft has healed into the chick
tissue. Note that the cecae have attained a form typical of HH27–28. (C)
Confocal section through the graft labeled with QCPN showing quail
mesenchyme surrounding chick endoderm, after 30 h.
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of the NC system has already commenced (Landman et al.,
2003a,b, 2005; Simpson et al., 2006a,b).
A general mathematical and particular experimental
approach is used here to understand how cell function is orga-
nized along the invasive axis of a wave of cells. From previous
data on NC cell migration, summarized above, we infer certain
basic functions regarding the appropriate mechanisms for cell
motility and proliferation. In the mathematical formulation, we
systematically combine these population scale mechanisms
using a conservation of mass statement, which then allows
predictive modeling of various scenarios (Murray, 2002). The
model predictions are tested experimentally using NC cell
invasion in conjunction with a new experimental culture system
called a kebab culture. The modeling is used to test intuitive
ideas and guide the experimental program. This work is a first
attempt to compare a priori theoretical results with real obser-
vations. These two approaches, combined, provide a basis for
clarifying certain overall population-level rules governing cell
invasion. In this case, they highlight the fundamental importance
of vanguard proliferation in driving cell invasion.
By investigating NC cell invasion in the organ culture
system, we may gain new and important insight into some of the
mechanisms and interactions driving cell invasion in various
other contexts.
Materials and methods
Kebab intestinal cultures
Guts from the stomach or duodenum (foregut) down to the cloaca were
dissected from E4.5 to E5 (HH stages 2+ to 26; (Hamburger and Hamilton,
1992)) White Leghorn/Black Australorp cross chick embryos, and from E4.5
(HH25–27) Japanese quail embryos. These gut segments are populated by NC
cells in the foregut and rostral part of the midgut, with the caudal midgut, ceca
and hindgut lacking NC cells (Allan and Newgreen, 1980). Host (usually
chicken) guts were set up as explants, which were tethered at both ends but with
the major central segment loosely adherent, or non-adherent, to the substrate.
Three variants of this technique were used (see Supplementary material) with
similar result. This configuration preserves the tubular nature of the intestine
(Hearn et al., 1999).
For the graft experiments, a sleeve of the mesoderm (containing the ENS)
was removed from about 150–250 μm of the host gut, leaving the endodermal
tube in position (Fig. 2A). For donor (usually quail) tissue, a region of gut of the
same length was excised and the endoderm was removed with tungsten needles.
The donor mesoderm containing the ENS was wrapped around the stripped host
endoderm. In some experiments, a similar insertion of donor tissue was achieved
by cutting through the host mesoderm without removing it. The mesoderm was
pushed and the endoderm stretched to expose a length of endoderm sufficient for
graft placement. For both these approaches, the donor tissue became
incorporated into the host tissue over the first day (Fig. 2B). We call these
“kebab” cultures because segments of mesoderm were arrayed in line on a
continuous “stick” of endoderm (Fig. 2C).
Tissue culture medium (TCM) was Ham's F12, buffered with 10 mM
HEPES, with pen/strep (see Newgreen and Murphy, 2000), 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) and 5% embryo extract from E4.5 quail embryos (see
Supplementary material). Gut organ cultures were grown for up to 3 days in
an air atmosphere-humidified incubator at 37°C.
To assay proliferation, kebab cultures at 1.5 days in vitro were exposed to
BrdU (Amersham UK, 1:1000 in TCM) for 4 h then processed for
immunolabeling. This time point was chosen to ensure that the invading NC
wave was actively advancing in the organ culture. This labeled the nuclei of cells
undergoing DNA synthesis in this period.In some cases the donor guts were pre-treated with mitomycin-C (Sigma) at
0, 10, 20, 40 μg/ml for 1.5 h at 37°C, followed by several washes in TCM prior
to dissection of the donor segment and establishment of kebab cultures. This
treatment was used to block proliferation.
NC cell cultures
To examine the effect of blocking proliferation on NC cell migration in vitro,
quail embryos were collected at 50 h incubation (HH14–16) and incubated in
control TCM with mitomycin-C as above. Neural tubes plus migratory NC
(level with the last 7 somites) were then isolated by dispase-II assisted dissection
(Roche; 2 mg/ml in Ham's F12; 5 min at 4°C, 10 min at RT), as described by
Newgreen and Murphy (2000). These were explanted onto fibronectin-coated
3 cm bacteriological Petri dishes. Each neural tube was laid across parallel
scratches, 400 μm apart, scored in the plastic. Migrating cells rarely cross such
lines, so they provide a uniform corridor to compare cell migration (Newgreen
and Murphy, 2000). After attachment of the neural tube explants for 30 min at
37°C in a minimal volume of TCM, the dishes were filled to 1.5 ml with TCM
and incubation was continued. Results were recorded at 1 h, 24 h and 48 h.
Immunolabeling, imaging and cell counting
After the stated times in vitro, explants were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS, or in
methanol at −20°C, for 30 min, then returned to PBS, blocked in 1% sheep or
Fig. 3. Dimensional conservation of mass Eqs. (1)–(2) are posed for the donor
D′(x′,t′) and host H′(x′,t′) cell density distributions. The carrying capacity is
denoted as C. Length, time and density scales are chosen (3)–(4) to convert
the dimensional Eqs. (1)–(2) into the simplified non-dimensional Eqs. (5)–(6)
that govern the dimensionless cell population densities D(x,t) and H(x,t). The
parameters Δ and Λ (7) represent the motility and proliferation rate of the
donor cells relative to the host cells.
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antibodies in the same buffer overnight at 4°C, followed by washing in PBS (4
changes) for 6 h, then secondary antibodies overnight (see Table 1 in the
Supplementary material). After extensive washes in PBS, the specimens were
placed on a glass coverslip in Vectashield (Burlingame, CA) antifade reagent.
The specimens were then viewed with an Olympus IX70 microscope with
objective lenses of 4× to 40× magnification, with selective blue (U-MNUA),
green (U-MNIBA) and red (U-MWIY) filters. Images were captured using a
Spot RT CCD camera and Spot Advanced software. Alternatively, specimens
were imaged with a Leica TCS SP2 confocal microscope (10× and 63×
objectives) with krypton/argon and helium lasers, and images prepared with
Leica Confocal Software v2.61 and MS PowerPoint.
For cell counting, block-labeled specimens were cryoembedded in Tissue-
Tek O.C.T. compound (Sakura, Torrance, CA) and sectioned longitudinally at
12 μm using a Leica CM1900 cryostat. The sections attached to glass slides
were re-stained with NC marker antibody HNK-1 and nuclear labeled with
Hoechst 33342 (0.1 μg/ml; Molecular Probes) in Vectashield. Using confocal
imaging, NC cells in the distal foregut, proximal and distal midgut were defined
as Hoechst-stained nuclei surrounded by HNK-1-positive cell bodies. NC cells
in the cecal and proximal hindgut region were defined as Hoechst-stained nuclei
with associated QCPN labeling. Using PhotoShop v.6 with the BrdU image
suppressed, NC cell nuclei were counted in groups of 20, and groups of nearby
mesenchyme cells (HNK-1−ve or QCPN−ve and Hoechst+ve) were also
counted. The BrdU labeling was then visualised to count mitotically active cell
nuclei.
Mathematical formulation
Two population-scale cell functions are introduced to mimic known NC cell
behavior: NC cells migrate in an undirected manner, and NC cells proliferate to a
carrying capacity density.
The mathematical model aims to replicate the dynamics of cell phalanxes
(see Fig. 1) in an invasion wave as the wave progresses. The invasion wave has
two components which correspond with the kebab culture experimental
procedure. The first component is a notionally labeled phalanx, called the
donor cells, and the second component, called the host cells, consists of the
remaining cells within the wave.
The cell densities of the donor and host populations are mathema-
tically represented as D(x,t) and H(x,t), where x represents the position
along the rostro-caudal axis of the gut and t is time. Selecting initial
distributions, D(x,0) and H(x,0), to qualitatively replicate the initial state
of invasion, the spatiotemporal evolution of the experiment is predicted
by determining D(x,t) and H(x,t) satisfying two mass conservation state-
ments (Fig. 3).
The assumptions required to derive Eqs. (1)–(2) are detailed in the Supple-
mentary material. All mathematical results are associated with the simplified
nondimensional conservation Eqs. (5)–(6), where the spatial distance x and time
t are nondimensional. Accordingly, all mathematical results will be given in
dimensionless units. The dimensionless results can be converted to real units
according to the scales given by Eqs. (3)–(4). Therefore the results are not
dependent on the exact values of the parameters chosen. This is very appealing as
it shows that the system is very robust and the trends established are not
parameter dependent.
To demonstrate the generality of our approach we emphasize that the non-
dimensional distance x, and non-dimensional time t reported in all figures
containing mathematical results can be converted to dimensional quantities by
multiplying by the reference scales L and T, respectively. These scales are spe-
cified in Eq. (4). For example, if the host cell diffusivity is αH=1×10
−6 mm2/s
and the doubling time is 18 h so that λH=(loge2)/18 /h, then T=1/λH=26 h and
L ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃaH=kH
p ¼ 0:31mm. These particular parameters give a good correspon-
dence to the distance travelled by the invasion wave during the 3 days of the
experiments. This nondimensional approach means that the mathematical
results are relevant for any parameters αH and λH. Any general invasion
process can be represented by the mathematical profiles shown in this work
provided that the relevant length and time scales are used to redimension the
results.
Each term in the simplified conservation Eqs. (5)–(6) represents a
particular population-scale function occurring in the donor–host system. Cellmotility is governed by the first term on the right-hand side of (5) and (6),
with Δ representing the relative motility of donor to host cells. Cell
proliferation is governed by the second term on the right-hand side of (5) and
(6), with Λ representing the relative proliferation rate of donor to host cells.
To simulate an experiment where donor and host cells are identical we set
Δ=1 and Λ=1. To simulate an experiment where the motilities of the host
cells and donor cells are identical but the donor cells are nonproliferative, we
set Δ=1 and Λ=0. To simulate a graft experiment, a phalanx of donor cells
at capacity density will be introduced at different locations relative to the host
wavefront, providing the initial donor density D(x,0) and initial host density
H(x,0).Results and discussion
The kebab culture experiments allow us to realize the
labeling of phalanxes shown notionally in Fig. 1. Several
questions regarding the spatial organization of cell function
along an invasion wave can then be answered using the kebab
culture experiments and mathematical modeling. This com-
bined approach allows us to scrutinize which of the proposed
conceptual models (Fig. 1) best represents invasive phenomena.
However, first the new organ culture system must be validated
for the avian gut.
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The organ culture system models early ENS formation
An in vitro system has been demonstrated for murine gut and
ENS development (Hearn et al., 1999) but not for avian models.
Key in vivo features of intestinal development include patterns
of morphogenesis such as the emergence and sculpting of the
cecal buds, and smooth muscle immunolabeling in concentric
layers (Duband et al., 1993). For the ENS, there is the
development of specific immunoreactivities in NC-derived cells
(HNK-1, neurofilament M, Tuj-1, HuC/D, SoxE antibodies; see
Supplementary material). These markers reveal the ENS in the
midgut reaching the umbilicus in 4.5-day-old (E4.5) chick
embryos and E4 quail embryos, this being stage HH24 to 25+
(Hamburger and Hamilton, 1992). NC cells extend caudally to
reach the rostral border of the cecae at chick E5 and quail E4.5
(HH26) and enter the cecal expansion at chick E5.5 and quail
E5 (HH27). This rostro-caudal NC cell wave colonizes almost
the entire hindgut by chick E8 and quail E7 (HH34) (Allan and
Newgreen, 1980: Conner et al., 2003; Erickson et al., 1987).
The chick gut in vivo also shows HNK-1 immunolabeling in the
serosa and mesoderm of the cecae and the rostral part of theFig. 4. (A) At the start of culture of E4.5 (HH26) quail intestine, HNK-1+ve NC cells
entering the post-umbilical midgut (po-u). The cecae (c) and hindgut (hg) are unco
caudally to the caudal hindgut (white arrowhead). (C) The hindgut ENS shows i
and neurofilament in nerve processes (blue). (D) NC cells also show characteris
(red). (E) Mathematical simulation of the control host cell population at t=0, 20, 40hindgut (Luider et al., 1992), but this HNK-1 labeling of non-
NC cells is slight in quail.
Whole gut explants, similar to mouse gut catenary cultures
(Hearn et al., 1999) (see Supplementary material), from E5
(HH26) chick embryos (N=6) and E4.5 (HH26) quails (N=9) all
showed normal development over 3 days, exemplified by cecal
morphogenesis (Fig. 2; Figs. 4A,B) andmarkers of differentiation
such as the appearance of smooth muscle actin. Caudal progres-
sion of the ENS population occurred, extending from the level of
the post-umbilical midgut at HH26 along the entire hindgut by
3 days in culture (Fig. 4B), equivalent to E7-8 (HH33/34) in vivo.
The ganglionic aggregations, placement, density and differentia-
tion of ENS cells, indicated by HNK-1, HuC/D, neurofilament
(Fig. 4C) and SoxE (Fig. 4D) labeling in all segments was similar
to that achieved in vivo. We and others (Druckenbrod and Epstein,
2006) conclude that the organ culture system reliably reproduces
crucial features of avian NC cell colonization and early ENS
morphogenesis and differentiation.
Reduced gut growth: an advantage of the organ culture system
During normal ENS development, NC cells invade the gut as
the underlying gut is rapidly growing, primarily by elongationoccupy the pre-umbilical midgut (pre-u) and the vanguard (white arrowhead) is
lonized. (B) After 3 days in vitro the vanguard NC cells have advanced rostro-
mmunoreactivity for HuC/D neurons (green), HNK-1 NC-derived cells (red)
tic nuclear labeling for SoxE transcription factors (green) with HNK-1 cells
and 60 shows rostro-caudal (left to right) progression of the invasion wave.
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mechanisms characterize NC colonization: (1) NC cell
proliferation, (2) NC cell motility relative to the gut tissues,
and (3) NC cell displacement due to gut elongation. The
potentially complex interactions between these three mechan-
isms dictate whether colonization of the growing tissues is
completed (Landman et al., 2003b; Simpson et al., 2006a). As
in catenary cultures of mouse gut (Hearn et al., 1999), growth of
the intestine, particularly in the length of the midgut, failed to
match that occurring in vivo (Newgreen et al., 1996). It is a
convenient simplification that the organ culture system used in
this work greatly reduces gut elongation, because this allows us
to focus on answering fundamental questions regarding the
characteristics of NC cell proliferation and NC cell motility
relative to the gut. This is very important, as the details of these
two mechanisms are poorly understood (Burns et al., 2002).
Mathematical predictions with no graft
The invasion process in the culture system is simulated by
considering only the host cells, with the initial density H(x,0) at
capacity density on the left (rostral) side of the domain. Profiles
of H(x,t) are generated for three equally spaced time intervals
(Fig. 4E). The initial sharp profile evolves into an invasion wave
with constant shape and speed. At the leading edge (the
vanguard position), the host cells migrate into unoccupied
tissues and simultaneously proliferate to fill the newly occupied
tissue. The net result is an invasion wave moving caudally,
which is consistent with the experimental observations.
Mathematical predictions under graft conditions, and
experimental testing of the predictions
Various kebab culture experiments are described together
with the mathematical modeling to answer several questions
regarding the nature of NC cell colonization and test the validity
of the conceptual models presented in Fig. 1. For these expe-
riments, a segment of gut mesoderm (between 150 and 250 μm
long) was removed from a host gut and replaced homotopically
or heterotopically with a segment of donor gut mesoderm
containing a phalanx of NC cells. All experimental replicates
were found to be robust when such lengths of donor gut were
used. Using chick and quail as host and donor, the subsequent
movement of the NC phalanx can be followed by the cell type
non-specific but quail-specific antibody QCPN, the species non-
specific antibodies HNK-1 and SoxE, recognising NC cell
bodies and nuclei, respectively, and the species non-specific
neuronal differentiation antibody to neurofilament protein. The
stationary quail-derived mesoderm (QCPN+ve but −ve for the
other two labels) indicated the original location of the graft.
Is NC cell invasion innately directional? Do opposingly
directed NC invasion waves interfere with each other?
In this experiment, colonized donor tissue was grafted into
uncolonized host tissue. Previous experiments have shown that
grafting vagal NC to the sacral level results in reverse migration(Burns et al., 2002). Therefore, a kebab culture with NC-
colonized mesoderm grafted caudal to the host vanguard should
result in bidirectional NC invasion. If the host NC-derived cells
migrate caudally they will meet donor NC cells migrating
rostrally. NC cell behavior in 2D in vitro (Newgreen et al.,
1979) and in vivo (Erickson, 1985) suggests that opposingly
directed NC cell vanguards might impede each other.
The mathematical simulations for this problem show that the
donor NC cells form an invasion wave, moving in both directions
away from the graft (Fig. 5A). Simulations conducted without the
host NC population show that the donor cells continue to move
rostrally unimpeded. When the host NC population was present,
it invades caudally, and the two populations advance unimpeded
until they coalesce. After coalescence, cells at the donor–host
interface cease proliferation as the total cell density reaches
capacity; cells at the donor–host interface mingle by diffusion
alone, resulting in a much slower rate of advance.
Segments of E4.25 (HH25) quail pre-umbilical midgut
between 150 and 200 μm long containing vagal NC cells were
grafted heterotopically into E4.5/5 (HH23+ to HH26) chick
hindgut, caudal to the host NC vanguard. In some cases, younger
host tissue (HH23+ to HH24) was used and the intestine rostral
to the umbilicus was removed so that no host ENS cells were
present in these specimens (N=5; Figs. 5B–D). The border
between the chick and quail mesodermal (non-ENS) tissues
remained sharp. After 3 days, QCPN-positive/HNK-1-positive
quail NC cells were distributed up to 2 mm rostrally through the
chick mesoderm including the cecae andmidgut (Fig. 5C). Quail
NC cells were also distributed caudal to the graft (not shown).
These cells occurred in strands and groups with neurofilament-
positive fibres characteristic of the ENS (Fig. 5D).
In 9 cases quail tissue was grafted to the host hindgut with
the chick ENS vanguard included in the HH25/26 midgut
(Fig. 6A). After 3 days, the NC-derived (SoxE+ve) ENS in the
hindgut caudal to the graft was almost entirely of graft origin
(QCPN+ve) (Fig. 6B). The ENS in the midgut was mostly of
host origin (QCPN−ve/SoxE+ve) with a narrow overlap zone of
host and donor ENS at cecal level (Fig. 6C). Therefore, the
donor NC cells did not move as far rostrally as the previous
cases where the host NC cells were absent (Fig. 5).
In addition, 3 grafts of quailmidgut containing theNCvanguard
were inserted immediately rostral to the cecum of E5 (HH25 to
HH25+) chick host. This was done without the removal of the host
mesoderm (Fig. 6D). This resulted in donor and host NC cells
mingling in the host midgut. This mingling occurred over a length
of up to 0.75mmwhereas the expectedmovement without the host
cells is 2 mm, therefore we conclude that each NC cell type
impeded the normal invasive movement of the other (Figs. 6E, F).
These experiments corroborate the mathematical simulations.
NC cell invasionwaves are not innately directed, and opposingly
directed NC cell invasion waves interfere with each other.
Are rearguard NC cells migratory? Can vanguard NC cells
migrate when grafted into the rearguard?
For this experiment a section of colonized donor mesoderm
was grafted into the colonized rearguard region of the host
Fig. 5. (A) Mathematical simulation of donor (green) and host (red) cell populations at t=0, 20, 40 and 60. (B) Diagram of a chick E4.5 (HH23+) gut with quail E4.25
(HH25) midgut (Qmg, stippled) containing the NC cell vanguard grafted heterotopically into a chick hindgut (hg) just caudal to the cecae (ce), 3 days after
engraftment. Chick NC cells were absent. Filter paper supports at each end of the gut explant are hatched. (C) After 3 days, QCPN+ve quail (green) cells have spread
rostrally throughout the cecae and midgut. (D) Confocal microscopy of the cecum shows quail (green) NC cells forming an ENS plexus of HNK-1+ve (red) small
ganglia woven with neurofilament +ve nerve fibers (blue).
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outcomes for this experiment. Grafting NC-colonized donor
mesoderm (quail) rostral to the host ENS vanguard will enable
us to discriminate the accuracy of various conceptual models.
Simulations of grafting the donor cells behind the vanguard
of host cells are shown in Fig. 7A. In the graft region, the donor
and host cells mingle sparsely across the host–donor interface.
Neither donor nor host NC cells proliferate at the interface
because the total cell density is at capacity. At the NC vanguard,
the host cells form an invasion wave moving in the caudal
direction. The mathematical modeling makes no distinction
between donor cells obtained from rearguard or at the vanguard
of the donor tissue.
Two variants of this experiment were performed. Firstly,
rearguard chick E5 (HH26–27) pre-umbilical midgut mesoderm
of 150–250 μm length, just caudal of the pancreas anlage, fully
occupied by ENS for >1 day, was replaced homotopically withthe equivalent level from the quail (N=7) (Figs. 7B, E). The
graft was placed about 1–1.5 mm behind the NC vanguard.
After 3 days, the border between chick host and quail donor
mesodermal tissue remained sharp. Quail ENS cells were few
and sparsely scattered in the chick environment near the donor
graft (Figs. 7C, D). Quail cells were located individually,
amongst groups of HNK-1-labeled chick (QCPN−ve) NC cells
(Fig. 7F). Secondly the same rearguard region was replaced
heterotopically by more caudal E4.5 (HH26 to 26+) quail
mesoderm (post-umbilical midgut) containing the ENS van-
guard, and the gut grown for 3 days (N=6). The results were
identical, with little NC cell emigration from the graft.
The experimental observations are very similar to the
mathematical predictions. NC cells behind the vanguard are
relatively, but not completely, static. There is sufficient diffusive
motility that donor NC cells contribute minimally to the nearby
host-derived enteric ganglia of adjacent segments. Mixing and
Fig. 6. (A) Diagram of a chick E4.5 (HH25) gut with quail E4.5 (HH26) midgut (stippled) containing the NC cell vanguard grafted heterotopically to the chick hindgut
(hg) caudal to the cecae (ce), 3 days after engraftment. Unlike Fig. 5, chick NC cells were present, with the position of the chick NC vanguard at the start of culture
indicated by a black arrowhead. (B) After 3 days almost all SoxE-expressing NC cells caudal to the graft were derived from the quail graft (QCPN, green). (C) In
contrast the rostral spread of QCPN+ve quail (green, right of figure) cells was restricted to the nearby cecae, meeting and mingling with chick NC cells (SoxE, red, left
of figure). (D) Diagram of a chick E5 (HH25) gut with quail E4.5 (HH26) midgut containing the NC cell vanguard inserted immediately rostral to the cecae (ce), 3 days
after grafting. Chick midgut tissue was not removed in this procedure. The position of the chick NC vanguard at the start of culture, rostral to the umbilicus (umb), is
indicated by a black arrowhead. (E) Confocal view showing QCPN+ve quail cells that have migrated rostrally. (F) Higher power confocal view of the ENS. Labeling of
nuclei of NC cells (SoxE, blue) and quail cells (QCPN, green) shows the mingling of NC cells from the two sources and their mutual restriction of colonization.
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Moreover, vanguard cells have no greater migration potential than
rearguard cells since the migratory ability of cells from the van-
guard region is impeded when they are placed in the rearguard.
Are vanguard NC cells directed? Can rearguard NC cells
colonize the gut?
For this third question donor colonized mesoderm was
grafted into the vanguard region of the host tissue. Concep-
tually, vanguard NC cells must migrate in a directed manner,
unless the “leapfrog” model applies (Fig. 1A). It is difficult to
predict whether NC cells behind the vanguard are migrationally
competent, as several reasonable models (Figs. 1B–D) are
conflicting. Previous heterochronic combinations of older
colonized gut (well behind the vanguard) are known to furnishNC immigrants into younger aneural gut (Meijers et al., 1992)
suggesting that these cells have migration potential. In any case,
the outcomes can be tested by homotopically grafting donor NC
vanguard segments, and heterotopically grafting donor NC from
behind the vanguard, in place of the host vanguard.
Simulations show the donor cells, after being grafted at the
vanguard, establish an invasion wave moving caudally
(Fig. 8A; see also Supplementary movie 1). The host cells at
the donor–host interface cannot proliferate as the total cell
density is at capacity. The donor and host populations at the
graft interface mingle slowly by diffusion alone. The key
difference between this and previous experimental outcomes is
that here the donor cells form the caudal invasion wave,
whereas previously the host cells invade (Fig. 7A). We assume
that cells located at the vanguard are identical to cells located at
the rearguard. We use the experiments to test this assumption.
Fig. 7. (A) Mathematical simulation of the donor (green) cell population grafted behind the host (red) vanguard at t=0, 20, 40 and 60. (B, E) Diagrams of two
experiments showing quail E4.5 (HH26) rostral midgut (stippled) grafted homotopically into E5 (HH26) chick midgut, 3 days after engraftment. Position of the NC
vanguard at the start of culture is indicated by a black arrowhead, and at end of culture by a white arrowhead. (C, D) QCPN+ve quail cells do not migrate far from the
rostral and caudal margins respectively of the graft (same specimen as in panel B). (F) Quail NC cells (QCPN, green, arrows) participate in the nearby chick host ENS
(HNK-1, red; neurofilament, blue) (same specimen as in panel E). White arrowheads point to a few individual quail cells.
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ENS) tissues remained sharp after homotopic replacement of E5
(HH26) chick post-umbilical gut mesoderm, containing the
ENS vanguard, with the E4.5 (HH26 to 26+) quail equivalent
(N=8). The donor implant was between 200 and 250 μm in
length. In three cases, the tissue was implanted in reverse rostro-
caudal order (ascertained using a tag of yolk stalk), but this
made no difference after 3 days in vitro. Quail ENS cells were
rarely found in the chick environment more than a few cell
diameters rostral to the implant (Figs. 8B, C), and were found
individually among HNK-1-positive chick ENS cell groups. In
contrast, there was massive migration of quail ENS cells caudal
to the graft through the chick cecae and into the hindgut in all
specimens, revealed by multiple labeling with QCPN (Figs. 8B,
D), HNK-1 and neurofilament antibodies (Figs. 8B, D, E).
After 3 days, these cells formed clusters linked by neuritescharacteristic of ENS ganglia (Fig. 8E). A small number of
presumed chick NC cells (QCPN−ve/HNK-1+ve) were found
among the quail ENS cells caudal to the implant. When the same
experiment was performedwith quail gut as host and chick gut as
homotopic donor of NC vanguard, the HNK-1-positive ENS in
the graft segment was largely donor (i.e., QCPN−ve), but some
QCPN-positive NC cells from the quail host were also found
scattered within these chick ENS ganglia (see Fig. 2 in the
Supplementary material). This indicates that after 3 days there is
detectable but slight diffusive wandering of NC cells in both
directions at the rostral interface of the graft, in contrast to the
major net caudal invasion from the caudal interface.
The alternative experiment involved heterotopic replacement
of E5 chick post-umbilical gut mesoderm, the ENS vanguard
position, with more rostral E4.5 quail pre-umbilical gut meso-
derm containing rearguard NC cells. The donor tissue had been
Fig. 8. (A) Mathematical simulation of donor (green) cell population grafted at the host (red) vanguard position at t=0, 20, 40 and 60. (B) Quail E4.5 (HH26+) caudal
midgut (Qmg) with vanguard NC grafted homotopically into E5 (HH26) chick caudal midgut, 3 days after engraftment. QCPN+ve cells chiefly colonize caudally into
the cecae and hindgut (hg). The position of the NC vanguard at the start of culture is indicated by the black arrowhead, and at end of culture by a white arrowhead. (For
clarity cells migrating out of the gut onto the culture surface are masked.) (C) QCPN+ve quail cells have restricted emigration from the rostral margin of the graft (same
specimen as panel B). (D) In contrast, quail cells migrate in large number from the caudal margin (same specimen as panel B). (E) Quail NC cells (QCPN, green) form
the ENS (HNK-1, red; neurofilament, blue) caudal to the graft (circled region, different specimen).
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the same outcome: massive caudal colonization of the chick
cecae and hindgut with quail-derived ENS cells, but quail ENS
cells were rarely found in the chick environment rostral to the
implant. This confirmed that, over the space and time scales
considered in this experiment, the rearguard cell population hassimilar migration potential to vanguard cells, though they do not
normally realize this potential.
These results show that the direction of invasion by the
vanguard is controlled neither by the intestine nor by the
spatial orientation of the vanguard. The outcomes of these
experiments agree with the mathematical predictions but are at
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models (Figs. 1A–C). We therefore conclude that the frontal
expansion model (Fig. 1D) best explains how NC cells
colonize the gut. Of particular interest is that the NC vanguard
supplying most of the ENS to the uncolonized gut is
remarkably narrow, probably of the order of 200–300 μm
back from the most advanced caudal cell. Recently, Druck-
enbrod and Epstein (2006) have directly tracked NC cell
movement in this type of intestine organ culture and describe a
dramatic reduction of directional movement in cells 300 μm or
more behind the vanguard. Moreover, it is clear that although
migration from behind the vanguard is minimal, cells in this
region do not lack migration potential. Although these results
emphasize the importance of the vanguard, the crucial
difference between cells at and behind the vanguard is simply
the vanguard cells are located adjacent to NC-free tissue.
Despite the dominance of the vanguard in producing migrating
NC cells, there is some residual undirected NC cell wandering
behind the vanguard.
What controls positional stability? Can positional instability be
initiated?
All mathematical and experimental results presented so far
can be interpreted in a straightforward manner. The NC cell
phalanx responsible for colonizing caudal unoccupied tissue is
initially located most caudally. Therefore, no large-scale mixing
or overtaking is observed. This positional stability is ubiquitous.
The proliferation rule whereby cells reproduce to fill up to
capacity density (Maini et al., 2004; Simpson et al., 2006a) is the
key feature of the system which preserves this positional
stability. Given the importance of the vanguard, we repeat the
previous homotopic vanguard grafts (Question 3), but with the
proliferative ability of the donor cells impaired while the host
cell proliferation is maintained. Since large-scale overtaking was
not observed in any of the previous simulations and experiments,
and since NC populations impede each other's proliferation and
colonization (Question 1), two outcomes seem intuitively
possible. First, the vanguard NC cells could be shunted caudally
by rearguard cells, resulting in most of the ENS (except for the
extreme front) being derived from cells initially located
immediately behind the vanguard. This outcome would give
support to the population pressure hypothesis. Alternatively, the
vanguard NC cells might impede NC motility in the region
behind the vanguard, resulting in stalling of the invasion wave.
Mathematical simulations (Fig. 9A; see also Supplementary
movie 2) predict an outcome that is radically different to both
these imagined scenarios. The donor NC population is nonpro-
liferative so it cannot form an invasion wave. Initially, both
populations mingle at the donor–host interface. As this mingling
occurs, the host NC population proliferates to fill the space made
by small-scale movement of the donor cells. Combined motility
and proliferation of the host population enables the host cells to
maintain a cell density gradient that drives these cells caudally
into the donor population. Eventually, some of the host cells
migrate beyond (overtake) the caudal-most edge of the donor
cells, enabling the host population to form an invasion wavemoving caudally away from the graft. This modification
overturns the previously observed positional stability. Addition-
ally, a period of time is required for this overtaking to occur. The
mathematical profiles (Fig. 9A) show that a longer period of time
is required to achieve a similar level of colonization compared to
the previous results (Fig. 8A).
To experimentally reduce cell proliferation we used a brief
exposure to mitomycin-C. We validated that this reduced
proliferation in the organ culture system. The mitotic marker
antibody phospho-histone H3 was applied to intestine segments
3 h, 24 h, 48 h and 72 h after mitomycin-C pre-treatment.
Compared to controls, labeling was completely suppressed after
3 h and profoundly decreased after 24 h. Recovery was
observed at 48 h and 72 h, but not to the level observed in
control tissue. Therefore, this treatment impairs proliferation.
We also tested if mitomycin-C directly affected NC cell motility
(Sadeghi et al., 1998). In standard NC cell migration assays on
fibronectin substrates (Newgreen and Murphy, 2000), pre-
treatment of the cells with mitomycin-C at up to 40 μg/ml had
no discernable effect on NC cell morphology or time of onset or
distance of migration after 1 h, 24 h or 48 h (N=4 each time
point), although the cells were less densely distributed at the
highest concentration at the longest time point. We conclude
that mitomycin-C pre-treatment had little or no direct effect on
NC cell motility and viability. Finally, to assess the effect of
global reduction of ENS cell proliferation, entire E4.5 (HH26+)
quail guts were pre-treated with mitomycin-C, as above, and
then established in organ cultures as in the control experiments.
After 3 days in culture, instead of extending in large numbers to
the caudal hindgut, HNK-1 and anti-neurofilament labeling
showed NC cells had not entered the hindgut. Some progressed
to the cecal border, but they were rare and chiefly arrayed along
sparse lengthy longitudinal axons. However, in regions rostral
to this, which were colonized before treatment, ENS cells
including neurons were still abundant. Aside from indicating
that the cells of the ENS survive and differentiate after
mitomycin-C pre-treatment, these experiments confirm that
global proliferation reduction grossly impairs NC cell invasion
of uncolonized intestine. These results are shown in Fig. 3 in the
Supplementary material.
The kebab experiment consisted of replacing chick vanguard
mesoderm by mitomycin-C pre-treated quail vanguard meso-
derm (N=8). In these replacements, after 3 days in culture quail
cells failed to extend in large numbers caudally from the
implant. Instead, there was a dense HNK-1-labeled ENS caudal
to the graft comprising QCPN-negative chick NC cells. In all
cases the vanguard was retarded, as the ENS had not invaded as
far caudally compared to non-treated grafts. After 3 days,
instead of occupying almost all the hindgut, the ENS only
extended through the cecae (Figs. 9B–D).
These observations agree with the mathematical modeling
results on all counts: the proliferation-impaired donor (quail)
NC cells at the vanguard failed to efficiently colonize the tissue
caudal of the graft, they were overtaken by host (chick) cells
that subsequently gave rise to caudal invasion. Furthermore, the
host cells required additional time to overtake the donor cells,
compared to normal vanguard NC cells.
Fig. 9. (A) Mathematical simulation of donor (green) cells grafted into the host (red) vanguard position at t=0, 20, 30 and 50. Donor cells are non-proliferative with
K=0. (B) Diagram of the E5 (HH26) chick gut with quail E4.5 (HH26+) midgut (stippled) containing the mitomycin-C pre-treated NC cell vanguard grafted
homotopically to the host vanguard. Position of the NC vanguard at the start of 3 days in culture is indicated by a black arrowhead, and at the end of culture by a white
arrowhead. (C) After 3 days, confocal microscopy shows QCPN+ve quail (green) HNK-1+ve NC (red) cells have failed to spread from the graft site. (D) Higher
magnification showing that HNK-1+ve (red) NC cells distal to the quail graft are mostly of host origin (QCPN−ve).
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demonstrated experimentally?
The outcomes of all these experiments imply that the NC cells
at the vanguard position must be more proliferative than their
rearguard counterparts. To test this, kebab quail grafts into the
vanguard position in the E5 (HH26) chick distal midgut were
made (N=10). The organ cultures were exposed to BrdU for 4 h
as the vanguard migrated through the cecal region, followed by
fixation and antibody labeling. Some rearguard NC cells (HNK-
1 or SoxE+ve) were labeled by BrdU. Adjacent mesenchyme
cells (rearguard, labeled with Hoechst stain) were also BrdU
labeled at about the same frequency as NC cells (Figs. 10A, D).
There is no obvious difference between the proliferation rate of
NC cells and the surrounding mesenchyme cells in the rearguard
region of the invasion wave. In contrast, vanguard NC cells in
the cecal and proximal hindgut had many nuclei labeled withBrdU, confirming their high proliferative status (Figs. 10B, D),
whereas the adjacent vanguard mesenchyme cells were much
less frequently labeled with BrdU. In the vanguard region BrdU
labeling was predictive of the NC cell distribution.
Two grafts were longitudinally sectioned for a detailed study
of proliferation. Cell counts were performed to quantify the
proportion of BrdU labeled NC cells and the proportion of BrdU
labeled mesenchyme cells at four locations along the gut (Figs.
10C, D). This revealed that the proportion of BrdU labeled
QCPN-positive NC cells in the vanguard (cecae and proximal
hindgut) was greater than the proportion of BrdU labeled HNK-
1-positive NC cells in the rearguard (p<0.0005). We also
compared the difference between the proportion of BrdU labeled
NC cells and the proportion of BrdU labeled mesenchyme cells
at the same four locations. This showed a higher differential rate
of NC cell proliferation (compared to the mesenchyme) at the
vanguard compared to the rearguard (p<0.0005). These results
Fig. 10. (A) After 36 h in culture, rearguard NC cells (HNK-1+ve, blue) and non-NC mesenchyme cells in the proximal midgut are both occasionally labeled with
BrdU (red, NC: arrows; mesenchyme: circles). (B) In the proximal hindgut, vanguard NC cells (QCPN+ve, green, arrows) are more frequently labeled with BrdU (red),
while non-NC cells are less frequently BrdU+ve. (C) Diagram of chick midgut organ culture with homotopic graft of quail midgut (stippled). Areas for cell counts are
circled. (D) Cell counts of BrdU+ve NC-derived ENS and non-NC gut mesenchyme cells in the areas in panel C show that the vanguard NC cells in the cecum and
proximal hindgut (Cec, HG) are more proliferative than more rostral ENS cells. A higher differential rate of NC cell proliferation compared to mesenchyme cells is also
found at the vanguard. Error bars indicate one standard error.
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rapidly proliferating than rearguard NC cells in the organ culture
system.
Conclusions
Our modeling predicts the primacy of the vanguard segment
(“frontal expansion”), net directional migration, relative stasis of
rearguard cells, limited cell mixing at phalanx borders, an ability
to migrate in both directions and mutual interference of invadingpopulations. The modeling emphasizes the importance of proli-
feration to a carrying capacity. With regards to ENS develop-
ment this explains why many of the genes implicated in
Hirschsprung's Disease, a spatially regionalized defect, influ-
ence the global population size of vagal NC-derived cells (Hearn
et al., 1998; Newgreen and Young, 2002).
For the analyses presented here, wemathematically simulated
cell motility with an undirected diffusive mechanism. We have
also simulated cell motility that incorporates directional
components arising from cell–cell contact or chemotactic effects
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(e.g., GDNF) (Simpson et al., 2006b). These gave results that are
consistent with previous experiments (Burns et al., 2002) and
with the current mathematical modeling and experiments.
Our analysis suggests that cell invasion waves are organised
so that those cells in the vanguard are chiefly responsible for
proliferation and motility while cells behind the vanguard are
essentially nonproliferative and do not directly participate in the
invasion of unoccupied tissues. It is unnecessary to propose that
specialised “pioneer cells” at the vanguard are responsible for
the invasion of unoccupied tissues, since our results show that
rearguard cells have the potential to act invasively when placed
at the vanguard. The only difference between vanguard and
rearguard cells is that the former are located next to unoccupied
tissues and are therefore able to proliferate, since the population
density is below the carrying capacity.
Overall, this work suggests that vanguard NC cells act as a
proliferative source to generate ENS cells that colonize the
remaining NC cell-free gut. However, in embryonic mouse
intestine, BrdU labeling of mitotic cells revealed similar
labeling indices behind the vanguard (Young et al., 2005),
unlike our avian gut cultures. It should be noted that
proliferation in the ENS must be assayed relative to gut growth,
which is known to influence cell invasion dynamics (Landman
et al., 2003b; Newgreen et al., 1996; Simpson et al., 2006a).
Intestinal elongation requires rearguard ENS cell proliferation
to fill the space made available through the growth of the
underlying tissues. This has no consequence for the apparently
directed movement at the vanguard in this context. Therefore,
we suggest that in amniotes, which show simultaneous intestine
elongation and ENS colonization, vanguard proliferation of
ENS cells drives the apparently directed invasion whereas
rearguard proliferation compensates for intestinal growth. In our
cultures, intestinal mesenchymal proliferation (measured by
BrdU incorporation) and growth are reduced, so our models
predict that the ENS in already colonized regions would show
low proliferation, while proliferation remained high in the NC
vanguard, just as we observed.
In light of the results presented, we think the now widely
used explanatory term “population pressure” (Newgreen et al.,
1996) is unwarranted in the sense originally intended. This term
implies a population-scale mechanism that involves shunting
from behind to drive the ENS vanguard's advance. The results
presented here show that this mechanism is absent from the NC
cell invasion system. While a phenomenon like shunting might
exist on the scale of individual cell–cell interactions (Newgreen
et al., 1979), the tissue-scale invasion of the embryonic gut is
driven chiefly by vanguard proliferation.
The results in this study were neither obvious nor intuitive
without the combined modeling and experimental approach and
will be crucial in guiding further work to understand invasion
phenomena. While our experiments focused on ENS develop-
ment, the results are potentially relevant to a wider range of
invasion systems such as angiogenesis, epidermal wound
healing and malignant invasion. It is noteworthy that in the
case of malignant invasion the spatial organization and distri-
bution of proliferation is thought to be important (Verhoeven etal., 1990). Therefore, future work aimed at understanding the
molecular cues involved in initiating and organizing cell
invasion must be focused on vanguard cells.
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